We propose a possible experimental test of quantum measurement theories by means of a photon interference experiment, focusing on distinction between the many-Hilbert-spaces theory' and the environment-induced-superselection-rule theory or the many-worlds interpretation.
Machida and one of the present authors (M.N.)1) have proposed a parallel run of double Stern-Gerlach experiments, in order to discriminate the many-Hilbert-spaces theory2) from the environment-induced-superselection-rule theory given by Zurek.
)
However, this type of experiment would not be so easy for particles with spin one-half. In this paper we propose a similar type of experiment using a photon beam. The proposed experiment is also used to examine the many-worlds interpretation. 4 ) Consider a measurement of an observable, F, of an object system, Q, in a superposed state ¢Q= 2.;.iCiUirp, Ui being an eigenstate of F belonging to an eigenvalue Ai and Ci=(Uirp, ¢Q). rp stands for a wave function with respect to observables other than F, for example, for a wave packet function of position variables in case F is spin or polarization. The Stern-Gerlach type of experiment is divided into two steps, the first being responsible for spectral decomposition and the second for detection. In the first step the wave function changes as ¢oQ= 2.;.CiUirp----+ 2.;. CiUirpi ,
rpi being a wave packet going to the i-th detector, Di. The environment theory3) considers the environment of measuring apparatus (but not the apparatus itself) to have an ability of recognizing eigenstates of F by transforming its state as (2) after the spectral decomposition step, Q and Q i being the initial and final environment states, respectively. Since the environment states are supposed never to be observed, we may take a partial trace of Eq. (2) represents von Neumann's measurement process which conflicts with the wave packet reduction to be a transition to a mixed state. The many-worlds-interpretation theory is to solve this contradiction by considering in such a way that each member of the right-hand side of Eq. (2) must be belonging to each own world different from others, and that there is no coherence among states of different worlds. Contrary to the theories, the many-Hilbert-spaces theory2) has derived the wave packet reduction, in the detection process (but not at the spectral decomposition), through interaction of an object system with a local system of detectors. Each local system still keeps the macroscopic nature and has a finite size (t). The S-matrix element has a phase shift proportional to I, that is, L1 = -kl (k being the effective wave number), for collisions of a particle with a target with finite size. In a quantum measurement, each object particle meets, particle by particle, a different local system with different I. The assembly of such local systems must be represented by a density matrix, (J= 
f dIW(t)p(t), on a continuous direct sum of Hilbert spaces, f dIW(t)H(!), where p(t) is a density matrix of a local system with a sharp size I on a Hilbert space H(!). W(t) is a smooth weight function around <I> with width OZ.
Both the averaging procedure and the phase shift give integrals, such as f dlW( !)exp
. ·, to the cross correlation parts of the total density matrix coming from the off-diagonal terms of pQ= ~i~jCiCj*luicPi><uA)jl. Those integrals vanish for kOZ'Pl, (4) and then we are led to the wave packet reduction expressed by (5) for the total density matrix, where ~FQ(i) and (JY,F stand for the final state density matrices of system Q (which was initially in UicPi) and of system Di, respectively, and (JB,I for the initial state density matrix of system DlI• The condition, Eq. (4), is a definite criterion to examine detectors as to whether it can work well towards the wave packet reduction. It must also be used to examine quantum measurement theories, as was already discussed. 5 ) The above two theories did not give such a criterion.
From our point of view,2) it is very important that the wave packet reduction must occur in the detection process but not in the spectral decomposition step. In contrast with this view, it seems that the measurement process, Eq. (2), in the above two theories takes place just in the spectral decomposition step or as a direct result of it. Assuming so, Machida and N amiki l ) proposed an experimental test to discriminate the many-Hilbert-spaces theory from the theories, by means of a parallel run of double Stern-Gerlach experiments. Let us briefly describe their idea.
See Fig. 1 . The proposed experiment consists of three steps. The first step is a simple separation by a divider, V, keeping spin states, in which the wave function of an object particle changes as !f;oQ-4(CaUa+CbUb)cPl+(CaUa+CbUb)cPU, cP! and cPu being wave packets running in channels I and II, respectively. At the second step, the magnetic fields, the M's, give the spectral decompositions, (CaUa+ C bUb)cPl-4CaUacPIA + CbUbl/JIB and (CaUa + CbUb) cPu-4 CaUacPlIA + CbUbcPUB, respectively, from I and II to 
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(lA, IB) and (IIA, lIB). ¢IA and ¢UB are, respectively, wave packets running in channels IA and IIB towards detectors Da and Db, while both ¢IB and ¢UA are finally guided into one channel C. Thus, the object system is in the state described by (6) immediately before the detection, where we have assumed ¢IB= ¢UA( == ¢c) for wave packets in C. The third step is detection. Suppose that we have ~n anti-coincidence experiment between E with signal and both Da and Db with no signals, then the object particle will certainly come out to C. This is a sort of negative-result measurement. 6 ) In this case a question arises as to whether coherence exists between two waves coming from IB and IIA to C or not. According to Zurek's theory, the whole process must be written as
Note that the wave function in C is ¢c( CaU a x Q a + CbUb X Qb) but not ¢c given by Eq.
(6). Consequently, the assumed orthogonality, (Qa, Qb)=()ab, enforces us to conclude that the two waves coming from IB and IIA are not coherent in C. The many-worlds interpretation will also give the same conclusion. The many-Hilbert-spaces theory leaqs us to the following change of the total density matrix:J)·2) (8) where ';:Q(C)=I¢cQ><¢cQI. It is evident that the coherence between two waves coming from IB and IIA to C is maintained in ¢c Q of Eq. (6), contrary to the above two theories. Consequently, the proposed experiment will discriminate our theory from others, by observing the coherence. However, the proposed experiment may not be feasible for particles with spin one-half. Here we propose a similar type of experiment using a photon beam. See Fig. 2 . We have replaced the simple divider, V, and the magnetic fields, the M's, in the case of Fig. 1, respectively, with a half and MIl. We follow the same notation as in the double Stern-Gerlach experiment. Each photon coming out from emitter, E, is supposed to be in an unpolarized state <poQ =(CaUa+CbUb)cP. In this case, Ua=( ~) and Ub=( ~) are two polarization states orthogonal to each other, a-state and b-state, respectively. The Glan-Thompson prism, MI or MIl, spatially separates the b-state (ordinary light) from the a-state (extraordinary light going straightforward). This is the spectral decomposition in this case. Finally we use another half-mirror, V f , to guide two waves coming from IB and lIA into one channel CI or ClI. In Fig. 2 , we put a phase shifter, G, in channel I to give the phase shift factor e iX to the wave function cPI, in order to make the observation of the coherence easy.
Taking into account phase shifts given by Vi, V in CI and ClI, where aa and ab are, respectively,. phase shifts given by the GlanThompson prism to the a-and b-states, and tJIB and tJIlA stand for remaining phase shifts coming from optical paths other than G, V's and M's. Therefore, the last term of the right-hand side of Eq. (8) must be replaced with (10) where ~Q(CI)=I¢cI><¢d and ~Q(CII)=I¢CII><¢cnl.
We have come to the position to discuss how to observe the coherence between two waves coming from IE and lIA into CI or ClI. However, we know that the interference term between two polarization states in ¢CI or ¢cn vanishes because of (Ua, Ub)=O. In order to explicitly observe the coherence, we have to insert a rotator RI or Rn in CI or ClI between V f and counter DI or Dn. The rotator transforms a polarization state as follows; ¢' = (~?::3 -~~~~) ¢, e being a rotation angle. Choosing a simple case with ca=cb=l/ /2, we obtain apart from a common phase factor, where Lla=aa-ab and Ll/3=/3nA-/3IB. The probability of finding a photon in the a-state in counter DI or Dn put in CI or ClI is proportional to (12a) (12b) respectively. Consequently, we can observe the coherence if we plot the photon numbers detected by DI or Dn versus the phase shift x.
On the other hand, Zurek's theory gives us 
to the total final-state wave functions, so that the partial trace of the final:state density matrix with respect to the environment states becomes
even in the case with rotators. This means that we have no interference term.
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